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Our modern approach to clothing construction is very much informed by how
relatively inexpensive fabric is these days. We place pattern pieces to minimize
piecing rather than to minimize leftover scraps, and when we do piece we tend to
be careful to match up patterns and locate these areas in inconspicuous places on
the garment. But at a time when cloth was more precious, when clothing was
passed on in wills, picked apart and turned, made over for younger members of
the family, and patched till it was rag-worthy, the attitude was very different.
This article explores four garments at the University of New Hampshire’s Irma
Bowen Textile Collection to show how frugality worked from the most prosaic of
clothes — a much-worn cotton print housedress — to even high end silk and
velvet fashion plate beauties.

UNH #118, a cotton housecoat from c.1835-50
Heavily-used practical clothes such as this housecoat or wrapper (Fig. 1) are not
frequently found today; they were not seen as especially valuable, certainly not
fashionable, and were worn till they were worn out. This hand sewn cotton print
housecoat is a survivor. It’s also assembled out of whatever its maker had to hand
— there are six distinct fabrics used in its construction (Fig. 2), some possibly
quite older than the garment itself; one for the main garment, one cut up as trim,
and four in the lining. It resembles a “granny nightgown” in that it has a collar
and a yoke, with all the fullness of the garment gathered to the yoke and falling
to the hem without a waist seam. It buttons up the front from hem to neck. Its
sleeves are quite full at the sleeve head, and narrow to the buttoned cuff. Based
on the seams, the seamstress cut the main body pieces before realizing she didn’t
quite have what was needed for the usual one-seam sleeve construction, a full
yoke, a solid collar, or even for a complete set of cuffs.

Fig. 1, University Museum Irma Bowen
Collection, #118, cotton print housecoat,
c. 1835-50. University of NH.

Fig. 2, Left to right: outer fabric with applied strip of another fabric cut down as trim; lining of the yoke; lining of the right and left fronts;
lining of the back; sleeve lining. The back lining piece is not really centered.

The body of the dress is made up of four
panels gathered to the yoke 26.25 inches
wide, sewn selvedge to selvedge, with no
piecing at all within the panels. The yoke
has one solid piece for each front, but the
back is cobbled together out of four
sections: a center back seam, an added-in
panel to complete the left shoulder, and a
horizontal patch at the right side hidden
beneath collar when worn (Fig. 3). But it’s
the sleeves that really show the
resourcefulness of the seamstress faced
with a fabric shortage. They are made
mirror image though not with precision, and require six separate pieces
not counting the cuff (Fig. 4). The main sleeve seam runs slightly
forward of the inside of the arm up from the cuff opening. Triangular
gores flank the seam at at the top (A, B), fairly evenly added in on the
right sleeve but not so on the left. On the right sleeve, these triangular
gores are 7 inches long, and on the left sleeve one side is an additional
quarter of an inch longer. Toward the back of each sleeve, coming off of
triangle B, is a broad triangle (C). Interestingly, for both sleeves the C
pieces are cut from faded sections of the fabric (Fig. 5). The fading is
definitely not an artifact of contact with perspiration, and they are
distinctly paler than the rest of the dress. It’s almost as though the maker
tucked them out of sight there to fill out the back of her sleeve where the
imperfection wouldn’t matter so much. Meanwhile, coming off of triangle
A toward the front of each arm is what at
first looks like a complete rectangular
section (D) from shoulder to cuff.
However in both cases, D doesn’t reach
the shoulder seam. In fact it is
essentially a long patch, meeting a
narrow tongue of the main sleeve fabric
that reaches across the top of it to
triangle A. On the right, this patch ends
2.5 inches before the top of the sleeve
and is 6 inches wide, and on the left it’s
2 inches shy of the top and is 5.5 inches
wide. Mysteriously, as if the available
fabric really were barely enough to
finish the garment, both of these pieces
D have tiny, tiny gores (E) added to
Fig. 5, Right sleeve pieces A, B, C. You
them parallel to the sleeve head (Fig. 6).
can see how C is clearly cut from faded
The one on the right is on a quarter of an stock. At the left, you can see the
inch high and 1 11/16 inches long; the
perpendicular seam of piece D coming off
one on the left is slightly larger at half an of A at the 9 1/8 inch mark of the tape
inch high and 2.25 long. For the most
measure.
part, all this piecing is done without

Fig. 3, the pieced back of the yoke.

Fig. 4, arrangement
of the right sleeve.
The left sleeve is
similar only A is
longer than B.

Fig. 6, Right sleeve pieces D and E. E is
tiny. Some effort has been made at
matching as this part of the sleeve would
be right in front.

Fig. 7, Left sleeve cuff piecing at the button.

Fig. 8 a, b, Left: left collar
point piecing, with little effort
at matching.
Right: Left collar point piecing,
from the inside. 25 stitches to
the inch!

Fig. 9, Bodice front lining, cut the
same way on both sides. The curved
seam is reminiscent of bodice back
construction from the early 1800s.

regard to the pattern of the fabric though some care was
taken with gore E.
There are a few other places on the main fabric where
things had to be pieced together, such as the left cuff
(Fig. 7) and the left collar tab (Fig. 8a,b). The stitching is
miniscule.
The linings are where the grab-bag nature of the project
really becomes evident. The bodice lining is in six parts,
with the back having a center seam and the fronts both
sewn with a curved seam joining two pieces of fabric to
cover the needed surface area (Fig. 9). It almost looks as
though this was once the back of an Empire/Federal
period high-waisted dress from the earliest decades of
the century, a distinct possibility as using an otherwise
unwearable material as lining was a practical choice.
Figure 2 shows the remaining fabrics used to make this dress. The left and right fronts of the garment are lined
with the same material, a lovely wavy frond stripe, but there was not enough to make it all the way around. One
full selvedge-to-selvedge panel lines the right front, but is sewn to a slightly narrower cut panel, which is sewn

Fig. 10a, b, Left: left armhole repair. Right:
right armhole repair. The patched fabric is
upside down in relation to its use in the rest of
the dress. The top of the sleeve lining also
uses this material. Below the patch, the
piecing of the skirt linings is clearly visible.

Fig. 11, Repaired hole in the lining. Care was
taken to match it as this part of the skirt
would have been prone to flipping open.

to a narrow panel just 5.5 inches wide. The left front panel is also cut down from a full width. Filling in the gap
more or less in the back is a dotted print, but at least both fronts would show the same fabric if they fell open. In
addition, all the lining panels are pieced horizontally near the top. The sleeve heads are also lined with the frond
stripe fabric, but from the gathered fullness through the cuff are both fully lined in the last fabric, a brown and
teal print, as apparently neither frond stripe nor dotted print had enough left over for the task.
There was, however, just enough of the frond stripe left to assist with repairs; the both armpits of the bodice
suffered some damage and are neatly patched with a half-moon of the main fabric on the outside, and the frond
stripe on the inside (Fig. 10 a, b). Furthermore, a hole in the lining has been carefully mended, as invisibly as
possible (Fig. 11).

UNH #73, a silk wedding or going away dress from
1883
The kind of piecing described above found its way into expensive clothing as
well. This lovely silk taffeta gown (Figs. 12a, b) came to the collection
identified as a Nims family wedding dress, though it could also have been a
formal going away dress, a distinction often lost to donors of later generations.
The elaborate draping of the skirts in back makes it the height of fashion for

Figs. 12a, b University Museum
Irma Bowen Collection, #73,
1883, silk taffeta, Gift of the
Nims Family. University of NH.

1883, the year Alice Nims married, and the year the bustle re-emerged from its earlier, more softly draped
version into this prominent form that would have required a specialized rigid undergarment to support its shape.
There is a full silk underskirt, an overskirt, and a bodice cut to mold over the hips.
The tailoring here is precise and perfect. The gown is as fitted, elegant, and expensive as the housedress is
shapeless and cobbled together. And yet, close examination reveals the same casual treatment of piecing seams,
especially on all the ruffles on the skirt, but most obviously with the bias-cut bands of taffeta decorating the
bodice and cuffs. On the bodice, these trim bands are built up out of individual strips of alternating colors of
fabric, six of which are pressed in half lengthwise and stacked on top of each other to cover the raw edges of the
layer beneath, and with a seventh strip finally set on top with both its raw edges turned under. For all the wealth
of the gown, though, there are an awful lot of pieced seams on these bias strips. Essentially the trim was made
with scraps of varying lengths left over from the construction of the gown. For the right side of the bodice, this
means 11 visible seams (Fig. 13). For the left, there are 9 visible seams. The trim on the back is equally seamheavy. Even the cuffs, which only needed short bands of trim to cover them, have 6 seams on the left and 8 on
the right — with the smallest distance between seams on the same strip just 1.5 inches long (Fig. 14).

Fig. 13, That’s a lot of piecing!

Fig. 14, Top: outside of right cuff. Bottom: inside of right cuff.

Unlike the housedress, the rest of the main garment is
relatively piecing free, with just a discreet narrow gore
added in to either side at the underskirt hips, where
they would be covered by the overskirt in any case, and
to each sleeve seam at the forearm (Fig. 15a, b). It is
possible that these are last minute fitting alterations; the
dress does show signs of having been let out over the
snugly fitted hips of the bodice (Fig. 16). While
attributed as a wedding dress, despite its narrow 24.5
inch waist there is a tantalizing clue as to its continued
use: there are lactation stains in the bodice lining.

Fig. 15a, b, Left: narrow gores at
the hips, half an inch wide.
Right: gore at forearm, the same
for each sleeve. The gore passes
beneath the applied trim.

Fig. 16, thread holes from where
the side back seams on both sides
were let out.

UNH #57, a silk afternoon gown c. 1880
Piecing is not the only example of canny and frugal use of fabrics,
even in high-end fashion. Fig. 17 is a meticulously finished and
richly detailed silk taffeta and satin asymmetrical gown covered in
intricate pleats, appliqués, ruching, and more. This is the work of
highly skilled professionals. It is a two part dress, with an
asymmetrical hem on the overdress falling in place at mid-calf on
the underskirt. And despite its lush fabrics and elaborate
trimmings, there is a practical frugality as well — the underskirt
is cotton, with only the areas visible beneath the overskirt made
of the expensive materials (Fig. 18a, b).

Fig. 17, University Museum Irma
Bowen Collection, #57, c.1880,
two views of the same dress,
silk taffeta and satin.
University of NH.

The back of the underskirt very clearly
follows the line of the overskirt as it
drapes from its residual bustle toward
the train of the dress. To ensure that

Fig. 18a, b, Front and back of the dress and its underskirt. The line of the silk
taffeta follows that of the overskirt, especially in back

the overlaps fall precisely where they are
wanted and to prevent the cotton from
ever peeking out when in motion on the
body, there are buttons on the underskirt
corresponding to loops on the overskirt
that lock the entire design in place (Fig.
19.)
There is still some piecing used on the
gown, however only on the elaborate
trims. Even there, it is at a minimum, and
as hidden as possible, betraying an
Fig. 19, Flat buttons covered in silk are
discretely stitched to strategic locations on the
underskirt. Coordinating fabric loops are sewn
well inside the overskirt so even the button is
not likely to ever be visible when the dress is
worn.

awareness of the economizing aspects of extra seams. The entire gown has only twelve piecings, as compared to
the eleven on just one side of the bodice described previously, and almost half of those are in the ruffles in the
train of the dress. The remainder are masterfully placed for minimum disturbance of line (Fig. 20a, b).

Fig. 20a, b, Left: yards and yards of
tightly pleated trim can’t help but
require some piecing, but it is handled
very discretely and where possible in
visually low-impact areas.
Right: the only other piecing on the
overdress is this barely-visible seam on
an appliqué element toward the back of
the gown.

UNH #157, a blue velvet dress c. 1892
The final example of fashionable frugality is this sumptuous two-piece velvet
dress (Fig. 21). The fabric is the true star here: flashes of color peek through the
spectacular voided velvet panels of the overskirt and bodice front, where a rich
crimson ground is woven with a deep midnight blue velvet pile in intricate
patterns to look as though elaborate brocaded ribbons were cascading down.
Behind this glamorous facade, however, the expensive fabric of the bodice shell
barely extends past the borders of the faux jacket before it becomes a simple
cotton (Fig. 22), and lifting the dags of the skirt reveals a less expensive plain
silk with an elaborate velvet hem sewn only where it will show (Fig. 23). The
elements of the garment that are able to swing open a little, namely the faux
jacket edges and dags where they are not tacked down, are not even lined.
Instead, they have burgundy silk satin facings only a couple of inches wide, just
wide enough to make it seem the whole thing is lined when in fact it is not (Fig.
24). In some ways, this garment is a very odd (to us) combination of excess and
frugality.
Fig. 21, University Museum Irma Bowen
Collection, #157, c.1892, silk velvet.
University of NH.

Fig. 22, Faux jacket flipped back to show a plain cotton lining.
The expensive voided velvet barely extends past the edge of the
lapels. The bright white fabric visible here is a later alteration.

Fig. 23a, b, Left: skirt dags hanging in place. The pleated velvet visible
between them looks like part of an entire elaborate skirt.
Right: when they are flipped back, the dags reveal that the velvet is only in
place where it is needed to be seen.

Fig. 24a, b, Left: Faux jacket flipped
back. Right: Skirt dag flipped back. In
both cases, the silk satin facing serves as
a substitute for a full lining.

These four very different dresses, from a range of classes and times, highlight how a frugal approach to
garment construction can still create wonderful results. Whether for economy or practicality of wear
(velvet is heavy!) these are all clever approaches to the problem solving aspects of sewing and still
applicable for contemporary makers. And it just goes to show— you never know what’s underneath!
_______
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